Metre
squared
interiors

Ibench

introduction
iBench, Imperials premium bench product offers total
functionality. With a choice of 3 leg designs, fixed or
sliding tops, 600mm and 800mm depths and 3 trim
finishes, iBench is ideally suited for the modern day
office.

At Imperial we pride ourselves in manufacturing quality
office furniture.

iBench

The hoop leg design offers a stylish alternative to the contemporary goal
post leg. Available in a choice of 3 trim colours, the hoop leg is a popular
choice for the modern day office.

Mocha desktops with a white under frame is a new, modern combination
to add a fresh appearance to your office colour scheme.
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iBench is available with sliding or fixed desk tops. A choice of cable ports or desktop scoop
allows for various cable routing to suit all requirements..

The Style seating collection has a broad selection of task and operator
chairs to perfectly complement your iBench solution.
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The classic iBench goal post leg continues to provide the minimalistic bench look
throughout the range. Adding variation with unique iBench storage creates a positive
office environment.

iBench storage is manufactured with 25mm
sides and allows for inset fascias and doors. This
offers an optional alternative to standard storage
products.
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The ‘A’ frame leg offers an angular alternative to the goal post
and hoop leg options. Add black trim creates a more prominent
aesthetic appeal.

Individual desks are also available in 3 leg options. Choose
between rectangular, single wave, double wave or a radial
workstation. Cable trays and modesty panels can be added as
an optional extra.
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The introduction of iBench boardroom tables in each of the 3 leg
designs provide a consistent theme throughout the office layout.
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Third level storage can be fixed to the leg frame providing additional
personal storage.

Mass cable risers can be fixed to the shared intermediate leg to
conceal cabling. iBench frames are available with fixed and sliding
desktops. Sliding tops with desktop scoops allow easy access to a
shared cable tray.
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iBENCH Storage

iBench low to high storage

(available as 2062mm, 1657mm, 1252mm, 847mm & 725mm high)

600mm, 800mm & 1000mm
wide bookcases

1060mm wide
open cupboards

iBench filing cabinets

1060mm wide
cupboards

iBench desk high storage
(with filing drawers)

815mm wide
tambour side filer

525mm deep filing
cabinets
(2, 3 or 4 drawers)

815mm wide
open side filer

815mm wide
side filer

iBench roll up and roll under storage
(available at 725mm or 640mm high)

800mm wide
single bookcase

800mm wide
double bookcase

800mm wide
combination open
unit

800mm wide
combination cupboard
unit

800mm wide
double pedestal

800mm wide
personal tambour

800mm wide
tambour unit

iBench pedestals
(inset fascias)

Colours iBench Storage has been designed to give a two tone
option to the range by offering the ability to add contrasting doors
and fascias.

Colours iBench Storage

open tall
mobile pedestal

tall mobile
pedestal

600mm deep
extension pedestal

600mm deep
desk high pedestal

800mm deep
desk high pedestal

iBench pedestals with top units

iBench credenza

(inset fascias)

(coloured doors or facias with iBench handles)

mobile or static
credenza unit
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600mm deep
desk high pedestal
& open top unit

800mm deep
desk high pedestal
& open top unit

600mm deep
desk high pedestal
& tambour top unit

800mm deep
desk high pedestal
& tambour top unit
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Finishes

BOARD FINISHES

Trim Finishes
All metalwork is epoxy powder coated with a choice of up to 3 finishes as standard.

All products are manufactured using 18 & 25mm thick Melamine Faced Chipboard (MFC) sourced from across
the world for optimum quality.
All desking, storage & pedestal tops are finished with 2mm PVC heavy duty edging tape.

(AN)

(N)

(SC)

(LO)

Anthracite

Walnut

Santiago Cherry

Light Oak

(BL)

(S)

Black RAL 9017

Silver RAL 9006

(W)
White RAL 9016

Desktop SHapes

(VO)

(CM)

(B)

(SO)

Verade Oak

Canadian Maple

Beech

Stone Oak

VDU

Wave

Double
Wave

Radial

600-800
Deep

800-1000
Deep

800-1000
Deep

1600-1800
Deep

1000-1800
Width

1000-1800
Width

1600-1800
Width

800-1800
Width

Cable Management is available through individual or shared cable trays,
Power towers or mass cable risers.
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(ST)

(JA)

Slate

Japanese Ash

(BL)

(S)

(G)

(W)

Black

Silver

Grey

White

For an accurate representation of all board finishes please request an Imperial Finishes Card.

2 Piece
Radial
1400-2000
Deep
1400-1800
Width

Segment
600-800
Deep
1200-1400
Width

CABLE MANAGEMENT
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